
 

 

PTA minutes: Meeting on the 12th November 
 
Apologies:  Andy Marshall, Maria Blowen.  
Present: Ayshea Richardson, Stephen Blowen, Beth Marshall, Helen Illingworth, Amanda Hinitt, 
Malcom Hinitt, Richard Petts, Leonie Hill, Sophie Heason, Julia Fletcher, Karen Wood, Becky 
Harby. 
 
No matters arising 
 
Solar Schools: Update from Helen Illingworth.  
 
Helen and the school have organised for two quotes to be done, and another company are in the 
process of doing a third. Having had these quotes, which were more expensive than they were 
lead to believe, Helen and school have come to the conclusion that it might be easier to go with 
Derbyshire County Council as they will also get involved in project management, which will include 
applying for planning. Helen felt it was worth doing the research and getting the quotes from the 
other companies but in the end they have decided to go with the Council as this will be much 
easier and not that much more expensive than private companies who will require much of the 
groundwork to be done by us.    
 
How much money from the gallop will be needed? The quote for panels was £12,000. Businesses 
will be approached (once we have planning permission) for sponsorship, and as many are tied into 
supporting green projects, and ours is only solar school in the peak district, we are hopeful 
sponsorship will be good.   
 
Clothing collection bags to school in January 2015 fund raiser for solar panels. Helen will organise. 
          ACTION HI  
 
Spooky Walk 
 
The spooky walk was brilliant as usual, the disco was fabulous with amazing decorations. Ant and 
Decs, were great and apparently had nearly all the kids dancing, which meant that they could be 
forgiven by Mrs Hill for taking their time packing up! Thank you to all involved, especially to Julia 
Fletcher and Becky Harby from the PTA and also the hard work of the teachers to make it such a 
fun and memorable event for the children. A massive thank you to the Guinness family for the 
awesome decorations, they really made the atmosphere! 
 
Julia has bought stuff that can be reused and she will keep for next year. Receipts have gone to 
Andy.  
 
Secret Santa  
 
Flyer has gone out, thanks Beth. The secret santa box is nearly full, and Leonie will put a bit in the 
newsletter to explain the event a bit more - it is not a money spinner - raised about £30-£50 last 
year. The reason to do it is how wonderful it is for the children, who absolutely love it! Important 
that folk know it is a PTA led event.  
 
Bike Shed  
 
Andy Marshall has done a great job of designing the shed. Everyone present is happy for Andy to 
go direct to Mrs Hill and get this started, if he’s happy to do that. Leonie did discuss bike sheds 
with the Sir William who have got planning permission to convert the disused barn, which will 
include a bike shed that they are happy for the older children to use. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Gallop 2105 
 
Key things to be discussed this meeting: dates, team leaders, minutes from post gallop 2104 
debrief - key points.  
 
Date confirmed :  7th March 2105, plan to go live 10pm Friday 14th November. On line entry 
system tested and is all fine, emails all sent out.  
Entry fee:  Race fee was £16 last year raised £7000. Everyone agreed to stay at £16, t-shirt price 
£9. 
 
Confirm team leaders - Ed and Ayshea Richardson to continue to project manage, registration - 
Julia Fletcher, marshalling - Jane Ireson, catering - Maria & Stephen Blowen, car parking - Becky 
and Beth, race timing - Neil Ireson and Ed Richardson. If anyone is going to ‘retire’ please could 
we have one year’s notice so that we can use their last year to hand over to someone else. Julia’s 
last year will be next year.  
 
Aysh - needs to check race insurance, update risk assessment, contact landowners, st johns 
ambulance, mountain rescue. Order t-shirts. Underage runners, didn’t allow to register but did run - 
we are going to check with insurance. To cover ourselves for that we send out an email that clearly 
says you can run if you are 16 but you need to be accompanied by an adult, but if under 16 you 
are not allowed to run. Remind again at last moment. Malcolm recommended that we need to tell 
people 3 times in different ways to be covered. Few over 70s last year Aysh will sort out some over 
70’s prizes. Details of kit check to be added to email to participants. All in hand!  
          ACTION AR 
 
People were going off as walkers but were running, said clearly you will be disqualified 
 
Kit storage - this is an increasing issue as people are parking further away, ideally we would have 
an allocated area, in a tent/marquee ideally. PTA do own 2 marquees but other one is not used, 
poles have broken. Stephen has kindly offered to sort out getting new poles (yes you were right 
Stephen and we were wrong!) Also need to get tarpaulin for the floor.  
          ACTION SB 
 
Last year the finish line was a bit chaotic as people were milling about and not handing their 
dubbers in straight away which was making it harder for the people on registration. Julia with think 
about a new way to organise the finish line.  
          ACTION JF 
 
Marshalling - Mike Gilbert not going to do white rake this year, Becca and pre-school had offered to 
take over this post. JI to check with her. Road closure went well last year, it needs 2 extra peoplem 
hopefully the same folk who did it last year as they know what they are doing. Stephen will contact 
the police about the closure, like he did last time as we are not stopping the road completely.  
          ACTION SB and JI  
 
Car parking was a success, not going to use the field near the church as last year’s arrangements 
were felt to be more successful. We are not going to buy cones but hopefully borrow some from 
eyam. Becky and Beth felt we needed big hard, double sided parking signs. Matt has given school 
old BAF signs, we will try and recycle those.  
          ACTION BH and BM 
 
Parking map was really good, Matt did last time Sophie thinks he will happy to do it again.  
          
Food - Maria and Stephen have already had meeting with Terry to start ball rolling. Sir William will 
provide soup.  
 
Timings, Neil has he done procedure for downloading software? (yes he has and sent to Ed) 
 



 

 

T-shirt design - will choose on 21st January so Leonie will organise kids to do a design.  
 
General: few concerns raised about supporting race participants who look unwell or injured - 
should we or can we stop them running/ taking part? Malcolm - our duty of care to participants is to 
make note of their race number, ask them if they are ok and can we help, if they decline then that 
is ok (make a further note with race number and our actions), it is their choice.  
 
 
Mercy Resuce Orphanage  
 
No contact made yet. Sophie will email them and give them our details.  
          ACTION SH 
 
Other Business 
 
A much loved former Grindleford lollipop man is poorly - afternoon tea get together? PTA funded. 
Sophie will organise. Everyone will make tray bakes.  
 
Music events and children’s participation is fantastic at the moment, so an invitation to the ‘music 
man’ is on hold at the moment.  
 
 


